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Water erosion is a phenomenon causes piers to be destructed. Effect of water erosion on structural
stability of piers in Khouzestan Sate, Iran is the main purpose of this research. Happening flood
and existence of flood plain in this area causes to study the case study subject. The mathematical
methods to study about stability changes rather than water erosion are valuable to be considered
by applied and useful result obtained to be applicable to prevent destructing rate critically. The
Izard-Bravley
Bravley and Chitale methods have the least errors rather than reality. We reach to the
conclusion that, the best methods of determining the depth of scour khouzestan state bridges was
Izard-Bravley
Bravley and Chitale. The end off, reconciling the methods show in this research %8.8 and
%2.41 the better than original methods.
Copy Right, IJCR, 2011, Academic Journals.
Journals All rights reserved.

INTRODUCTION

The case study relations

Water erosion around hydraulic structures is one of important
parameters to influence on operation and stability
hydraulically.(6). Existence of piers in river currents routs
through canals needs fastening them and study changing to
analyze and optimize materials of thee structures about water
erosion.. As a result of this phenomenon, materials of bottom
separate from the flood of river canal and will be transferred to
other locations in canal by current stress, and so water erosion
affect on river canal hydraulically. We can say many bridges
have been destructed due to water erosion so far, for example
in the sachuhary river of New York in 1987. And 5 bridges in
California in 1995. Leading to 7 persons death. The purpose
through this paper following one research is consid
considering
accuracy and correctness of the relations about water scour of
piers comparing with this phenomenon values measured in
field. In this research using zonal analyze of flood, statistical
statisticalprobability analyze the partial series and then field
information, water erosion of hydraulic structures will be
consider and studied and at last, theoretical fundamentals of
preventing destruction the structures will be presented.

a)) Formula and relations for determining theorical water
erosion. There are some numerical methods and mathematical
relations to study theorical water erosion through river canals:

MATERIALS AND METHODS
To do this research, fourteen bridges were selected to
investigate, 4 through Ramhormoz-Bahbahan,3
Bahbahan,3 through
Ramhormoz-Baghmalek, 1 through Ahwaz-Bandar
Bandar emam, 1
though Andimeshk-Ahwaz
Ahwaz and 5 bridges througd Dezful
DezfulShoushtar called: Karimi,Armash, old julaki, Hosseinieh,
Zolfeghar, Rood zard, Shoor khalfahad, Ramshir, Balar
Balarood
and etc. to determain deby of rivers, we have used relations to
cover bridges on non-main rivers (5).
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For determining of theoretical water erosion at the case study
pier bridges, identified hydraulic river characteristics and the
parameters that affect on this phenomenon such as pier widths
and form, sediment texture of the river bed, appropriate
manning coefficient, river bed slope in location of piers and
river profile were surveyed, by field study. River debies
obtained by arithmetic methods, then theoretical water erosion
calculated.
b) Mathematical relations to the study deby

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
1.

2.

As a result of some case study rivers were seasonal and lack of
hydrometery sites, we used regional flood relations for
determining of around piers debies in Ramhurmoz-behbahan
basin, and for determing the same parameter in RamhormuzBaghmalek, we applied statistical of partial cerise; Also
Because of accessibility to annual flood data, we applied
different periodic of debies approach ; that results were
presented as followings:
For Ramhormoz-Bahbahan Basin
Q 2year = 0.2691A+12.079 R2=0.91
For Ramhormoz-Baghmalek Basin
Q ave = 0.2263A 1.2541 R2=0.74

3.
4.

5.

The obtained results show that percentages of relative
error differ with each other under hydraulic
conditions of the zone about estimating water scour
depth, yet for the bridges, it may theoretical water
scour depth will be measured several times rather
than theoretical one. We have found that, there are
some effective factors to influence on water scour
through river canals.
The used relation in the paper prove depth of current,
hydraulic depth section and pier diameter affect on
water erosion.
Chitale relation predicts the least relative error for
water section depth.
We can conclude that Chitale relation and IzardBravley one are applicable to appoint water erosion
depth in khouzestan State.
Improved and corrected relations through this
research have accuracies of %8.8 and %2.41 rather
than main ones.

The result of theorical-field scour ratio in case study pier
bridges and average of relative errors demonstrated that IzardBravley and Chitale relationships had minimum of average
relative errors.
The percentage of relative error for scour used so far in many
of researches is as following.

λ=Percentage of relative error =

theorical water erosion

× 100

field water erosion

Average of relative errors =

n

i1
n

IV. RELATIONS ADJUSTMENT
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